2020 HI Technical Meeting Has Been Cancelled

When we gathered in February at the HI Annual conference it was unclear how the pandemic was going to affect our work and personal lives. Today, while we hope business will be back to normal in June, there is still a great deal of uncertainty around the months ahead. We feel that cancelling the HI Technical Meeting will allow us all to focus on recovery and our core businesses.

In the meantime, we will continue to host committee calls and webinars. Committee Chairs and Vice-Chairs will be asked to work with staff to identify the right solution to transition some of the program agendas to web-based platforms. Some committees may host more frequent virtual meetings throughout the spring and summer, others may choose to block out longer times for a virtual conference during the planned June 22-25 meeting dates. Either way, we will do our best to continue to advance the important work of HI while maintaining the highly-valued collaborative part of HI’s processes. Stay-tuned as we map out the different solutions for each committee.